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Contact lens associated corneal infiltrative events (CIEs), also referred to as corneal inflammatory events, are
exactly that, inflammatory responses that are self-limiting, and represent either the host response to infection, or
part of the innate or adaptive immune response to antigens in the absence of live organisms.1,2 Up to about 50%
of CIEs may be asymptomatic, while the others can disrupt normal contact lens wear and require intervention.
The more serious CIEs can be difficult to distinguish from severe keratitis due to other causes, including infectious
microbial keratitis which also presents with focal or diffuse corneal infiltration. CIEs have been described to
represent a continuum of inflammatory responses including those present as part of the host response to
microbial keratitis; this review, however, will limit discussion to CIEs that are presumed to be sterile or thwarted
bacterial infections. In fact, there is evidence that infiltrates presumed to be sterile have been proven culture
positive.1,2 CIES are 22X more common than full corneal infection,3 and are important to understand and limit
occurrence because of pain, discomfort, inconvenience and costs associated with them.4 Repeated occurrences
will discourage continued contact lens wear on both the part of the practitioner and wearers.
The incidence of symptomatic CIEs during extended soft lens wear ranges from 2.5 – 6%; when asymptomatic
CIEs are included, the incidence can be as high as 20-25%.5 In daily soft lens wear, the annual incidence of
symptomatic CIEs is about 3%, and in daily disposable soft lens wear the incidence nears zero.6 Many factors,
both modifiable and non-modifiable, influence the incidence and overall risk of CIE development.
Lens Factors
Extended wear not only increases the incidence of infectious microbial keratitis but CIEs as well.7-15 Nonetheless,
about 25% of patients continue to report the use of lenses in an overnight modality at least occasionally.16 Most
studies report a 2-7X increased risk for CIEs when comparing extended wear vs daily wear modalities.9, 11, 13
Clinically, there are many patients that appear to be successfully able to wear lenses problem-free for many
weeks at a time without removal. In fact, one study reported that longer (> 3 weeks) compared to fewer days of
continuous wear was associated with decreased risk of CIEs,17 reflecting increased success in this subgroup.
Currently, we have no markers that can identify such patients proactively.
Lens material has been well described to influence the incidence of CIEs. Despite all the known corneal
physiological improvements with silicone hydrogel lenses compared to traditional hydrogels (i.e. decreased
corneal epithelial microcysts, edema, neovascularization, and limbal hyperemia), the risk of CIEs has increased
with the use of silicone hydrogel materials worn on a reusable basis.18 Relative to traditional polyHEMA-based
hydrogel materials, silicone hydrogel materials have doubled the risk of CIEs, which is reproducible across
lens brands, reusable wearing schedules, extended wear modalities and concomitant lens product usage.13,18,19
The relative risk ranges between 1.85 and 2.18 fold9,13,18, 19 across the various studies. Bacterial adhesion
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properties to silicone hydrogel materials may be a contributing factor.20-23 Additionally, deposition properties of
low Dk hydrogel lenses which absorb significantly more active antimicrobial non-denatured proteins, particularly
lysozyme, compared to silicone hydrogel materials may be a positive aspect that diminishes microbially driven
complications with this class of materials.24
Indeed, bacterial bioburden has been linked to CIE development, and thus lens materials, solutions, and
replacement schedules that limit bacterial presence and adhesion to lenses and cases are desirable. The odds of
a CIE increase by 2.78X for every 1 log increase in colony forming units/mL on the lens surface.25 On a population
level, lens bioburden increases CIE risk between 4- to 8-fold during extended wear.26-28 Although live organisms
can certainly stimulate the immune mechanisms to overcome bacterial invaders, microbial breakdown products
can also activate an inflammatory response. For example, key activators such as lipopolysaccharides found on
(live and dead) Gram negative bacteria, can activate Toll-like receptors in the corneal epithelium and stimulate
infiltration of leucocytes into the corneal tissue.29
Preserved multipurpose solutions (MPS) have been hypothesized to increase the risk of CIE development, in
combination with both silicone hydrogel and traditional hydrogel classes of materials, yet in some studies no such
relationship was identified.8,30 Multiple reports have documented such a relationship, in that the rate of CIEs was
increased with MPS when compared to the rate with peroxide based solutions.9, 14, 31-33 More specifically, residual
case contamination, particularly with Gram negative organisms that are residual within cases of specific MPS
systems may be linked to risk of CIE development.34 In fact, continual re-use of lens storage cases, presumably
resulting in greater storage case contamination, results in a nearly 8-fold greater risk of CIEs.14
Understanding the effect of bacterial bioburden on CIEs intuitively suggests that the more frequent lens
replacement afforded with daily disposability, including lack of bioburden from lens storage cases, should reduce
CIE development. In that regard, daily disposable lenses have indeed produced a reduction in risk for CIEs. One
study prospectively assessing incidence of CIEs with silicone hydrogel and non-silicone hydrogel daily disposable
lenses found near zero incidence of CIEs, with a rate of 0.4% per year in silicone hydrogel daily disposables,
and 0% in hydrogel daily disposables.6 A large reduction in risk of CIE was demonstrated in a large retrospective
multicenter case control study which reported re-useable lenses posed a 12.5x higher risk of CIEs compared to
daily disposable lenses when worn for daily wear.8
One of the less well known associations with CIE development that is material or patient dependent, or both,
is mucin ball formation. Mucin balls are spherical, translucent, insoluble tear film derived bodies composed
of ocular surface mucins that are shed from the epithelial surface during contact lens wear. The mucus layer
covers the corneal and conjunctival epithelial apical surfaces and acts as a barrier to pathogen penetrance and
multiplication. With contact lens use, especially extended wear, shear forces from the mechanical interaction
between contact lenses and the ocular surface contribute to mucin ball formation in some patients. Although
mucin balls can be formed with most contact lens materials, a heightened presence was clinically noted when
silicone hydrogels were first introduced on the market because of the higher material modulus and minimal
protein deposition with these materials that were thought to contribute to their formation.35 The relationship
between mucin ball development/presence and CIEs is complicated in that there is both protective as well as
increased risk for inflammatory events depending on when the mucin balls are observed in the course of fitting
in the various studies. My research team performed two studies where the association between mucin balls and
CIEs were modeled during extended wear with silicone hydrogel lenses. When mucin balls were noted during
wear over a 1 year period of follow-up, their presence was found to decrease the risk of CIEs, and the effect was
greatest when they were repeatedly present over time.35,36 This effect is hypothesized to occur because the mucin
balls may act as a “ball bearing” physical barrier between the lens and corneal surface, preventing upregulation
of the immune response in the presence of lens-adhered bacterial antigens. However, provocative stimulation of
mucin balls (as during a run-period with high modulus silicone hydrogel lenses) has been shown to significantly
increase the rate of CIEs during a subsequent 12 month follow-up phase by 470%.35 It was assumed that the early
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mucin ball response represented disrupted homeostasis of the mucus layer, which later predicted subsequent
risk for CIE during extended wear with various other silicone hydrogel lenses. This sort of rapid onset mucin ball
formation likely identifies those “mucin ball formers” that are prone to disruption of their ocular surface mucins,
which can overwhelm the mild protective response when the mucin balls are continuously present over time.
From these studies we infer, and promote to the clinical community, that if early mucin ball production is noted
during the fitting process it should be considered a marker for CIE risk, and continued extended wear should be
discouraged.
Our clinical study findings regarding early appearance of mucin balls in heightening the risk for CIEs is supported
by other studies that have demonstrated a subclinical inflammatory response in the anterior stroma beneath
mucin balls. Grupcheva has shown that dendritic cells accumulate in the anterior corneal stroma beneath mucin
balls when imaged on confocal microscopy.37 We hypothesized that these dendritic cells can in fact prime
the immune response, rendering it “hypersensitive” to subsequent corneal infiltrative events under the right
conditions. Furthermore, mucin balls have also been shown to activate stromal keratocytes immediately beneath
the mucin ball embedded in the epithelial surface.38
Lastly, there are a few other associations noted with CIE risk that are worth mentioning. These patient oriented
factors are good tools for the clinician to consider as they monitor and fit patients with lenses, particularly for
extended wear. Smoking status, age and previous history of CIEs are important demographic and previous
ocular history markers that should be recorded in every medical record. Smoking is associated with a greater
risk for developing a CIE and this elevated risk holds true even for former smokers when compared to patients
who report never having been a habitual smoker.12 The increased risk associated with smoking may be related to
increased bioburden, toxins, pathogens in the subject’s resident microbiota, or changes in mucous membranes.
Additionally, it may be a simple confounding effect with other unmeasured risk-taking behavior. Age is also a
known contributing factor. Younger lens wearers have been shown to be at higher risk of adverse contact lensrelated events, with the highest risk within the 15-29 age range.8, 9, 19, 33 It’s been proposed that this may be
attributed to the higher risk behaviors apparent in this population including noncompliant overnight use, neglectful
hand washing, noncompliant lens case care, and poor decisions regarding lens replacement. Fortunately, the
youngest contact lens wearers seem to be better off in this regard. Bullimore reported the overall incidence of
CIEs in children aged 7-17 was 0-335 per 10,000 years of contact lens wear,39 which is less than the reported
annualized incidence of symptomatic CIEs in adults, that ranged from 316-2,061 per 10,000 patient years.
Recurrence of CIEs has been demonstrated in studies where those with a previous history of CIEs present with
a 4-7 fold greater risk of a repeat event.14, 40 From a clinical standpoint, it is important to closely examine and
document previous corneal scarring representing a past presumed infiltrative event as these patients may not be
good candidates to remain in the same lens or in extended wear. In fact, the recurrent nature of these events in
some individuals suggests genetic susceptibility to such inflammation.
In summary, the incidence of CIEs had not decreased with the introduction of new lens types and modalities until
recently with the introduction of daily disposable lenses. Continued work in the areas of antimicrobial lenses,
novel materials, and genetics will surely uncover new data and pathways to limit the occurrence of these nonserious, but unwanted contact lens complications.
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